Competing with kretteks: transnational tobacco companies, globalisation, and Indonesia
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Objective: To examine the strategies employed by transnational tobacco companies (TTCs) to compete more effectively with the dominant krettek manufacturers in Indonesia, and to consider implications of their failure.

Methods: Systematic analysis of corporate documents obtained from British American Tobacco’s (BAT’s) Guildford depository and from industry and tobacco control websites document collections.

Results: The limited progress of the TTCs in Indonesia is best explained by the distinctive political economy of its tobacco industry. Though effective when collaborating on regulatory issues of mutual interest, TTCs have been less able than krettek manufacturers to exercise political influence where their interests conflict. Global strategies of TTCs have undergone significant local adaptation in attempting to compete in this distinctive environment. While maintaining uniformity in core brand attributes, TTCs have sought to reconcile international imagery with local norms, particularly to appeal to women. BAT unsuccessfully attempted to develop clove based products that imitated the appeal of kretteks, withdrawn following concerns about exposing the company to charges of operating double standards.

Conclusions: The documents presented highlight the complexity of the global tobacco industry. Tobacco control efforts need to address more effectively the ongoing impact of kretteks while recognising the distinctive threats posed by TTCs.

The escalating scale and shifting distribution of the tobacco pandemic4–11 are increasingly being interpreted with reference to the globalisation of the tobacco industry.12 Such accounts frequently highlight the role of transnational tobacco companies (TTCs) as the “primary vectors” of this pandemic. This label recognises the increasing reliance of TTCs on emerging markets, particularly across Asia and central and eastern Europe, where opportunities presented by changes in the global economy have been exploited via aggressive programmes of mergers, acquisitions, and joint ventures.12–17 TTCs are seen as able to increase tobacco consumption more effectively than smaller domestic companies, particularly state monopolies, with their entry into new markets constituting a distinctive threat to public health.13–15 Understanding their strategies therefore constitutes a precondition for the development of effective tobacco control policy.15–16

This status of TTCs as a principal threat to global health is well grounded, but should not be misconstrued as implying that their rise is inexorable or that a uniform global dominance is inevitable. It is possible to exaggerate their power and impact, as in assertions that their marketing strategies simply override cultural differences across populations17 and that other forms of tobacco consumption such as bidis and pan masala are being reduced to marginal ancient customs.18

Indonesia provides a particularly important and instructive case study in the limitations of a simplified image of the global tobacco industry. Progress in the enormous Indonesian market represents a long held ambition for TTCs. As yet, however, they are far from dominant and indeed their market share has undergone rapid decline in recent decades. This article explores the diverse strategies employed by TTCs in Indonesia, focusing particularly on the efforts of BAT Indonesia (BATI) to adapt to a unique competitive environment.

METHODOLOGY

Document research for this paper was primarily conducted at the Guildford depository. Iterative searching of the depository’s file-level index, commencing with geographical terms (for example, Asia-Pacific, Indonesia*, Java) and kretteks. Subsequent searching focused on relevant organisational structures, projects and key personnel (for example, Asia-Pacific, Indonesian*, PM, Jenkins, A Heard). This was supplemented by complementary searching of documents from Philip Morris (PM) and RJ Reynolds (RJR) via company operated websites and the University of California San Francisco (UCSF) Legacy and Tobacco Documents Online collections websites. The protracted nature of the dispute required the examination of BAT documents made available at the Minnesota depository through ongoing litigation.

The broad advantages and difficulties entailed in working with tobacco industry document research have been previously described,15–21 while the more specific problems for research posed by BAT’s operation of its Guildford document depository have recently been highlighted.22–24 Importantly, documents analysed during this research primarily originated as correspondence between company headquarters and regional offices. Litigation has not required the disclosure of documents held in the region, and the internal documents of krettek manufacturers are also inaccessible.

Secondary research included examination of existing academic literature on tobacco consumption in Indonesia, analyses of Indonesian politics and history, as well as newspapers and industry trade journals.

Abbreviations: BAT, British American Tobacco; BATI, BAT Indonesia; BPPC, Clove Support and Trading Board; IBs, international brands; PM, Philip Morris; TTCs, transnational tobacco companies; USIBs, international brands originating in the USS.
RESULTS

Historical background

TTCs have long identified the potential profitability of the Indonesia market given it was “the fourth most populous country in the world, the second largest cigarette market in Asia Pacific (including kreteks) and experiencing high growth”. In the 1990s Indonesia experienced the world’s highest increase in cigarette consumption of around 47%, and by 1995 an estimated 68.8% of men and 2.6% of women smoked. Yet, in contrast to the successful expansion of the TTCs both globally and elsewhere in south east Asia, the 1990s represented a decade of failure in Indonesia.

An explanation for this apparent paradox begins with the unique nature of the tobacco market and industry in Indonesia. Though there is a shortage of reliable market information, estimates suggest that only around one in 10 of the 240 billion cigarettes consumed annually are conventional white stick cigarettes (“whites”), with 88% accounted for by kreteks. Incorporating diverse ingredients, kreteks are cigarettes based on a blend of tobacco with cloves and clove oil, lending them a distinctive scent. The anesthetising effect of clove oil accounts for their historic use to alleviate sore throats and asthma but also results in high tar yields and potentially extensive lung damage. The kretek’s dominance reflects an enormous and diverse indigenous industry. Domestic giants led by Gudang Garum, Sampoerna, and Djarum, have market shares of around 38%, 20%, and 18%, respectively. But the industry is remarkably fragmented and incorporates a substantial cottage industry.

Despite the oft proclaimed status of the kretek as a key cultural signifier and powerful symbol of Indonesia, their dominance is a comparatively recent phenomenon and white cigarettes have a long established presence. BAT’s involvement began with the acquisition of a factory on Java in 1908. By 1930 annual output of kreteks was around 7 billion, while in Java BAT recorded sales of 4.8 billion in 1931. Though wartime did much to establish the kretek industry at the expense of BAT, when PM established a joint venture in 1971 the annual total of white cigarette sales were equivalent to around four fifths of the kretek total and the gap was expected to narrow.

PM’s rationale for investment in Indonesia projected rapid expansion in demand for virginia and blended cigarettes, assuming that given rapid economic growth “the more affluent Indonesian consumer will seek higher quality cigarettes”. Such confidence was understandable given trajectories elsewhere, and market share for white cigarettes reached 44% in 1980. Understanding their subsequent collapse requires an examination of the distinctive political economy of tobacco in Indonesia.

Indonesia and tobacco politics

Indonesian governments have been consistently supportive of the local tobacco industry, particularly under General Suharto’s authoritarian regime. It enthusiastically anticipated increased consumption during the 1990s and in 1996 the health minister confirmed that “the government had no intention of trying to regulate smoking through legislation”. A PM corporate affairs plan noted that the cigarette market “enjoys the protection of the Government in the form of favourable VAT rates”. BATA’s factories had been briefly seized during the nationalist presidency of Sukarno, and a more sympathetic attitude towards transnational investments was anticipated following the military coup of 1965–66. BAT reportedly attended a conference in Geneva in November 1967 whereby Suharto’s economists and leading transnational corporations carved up the Indonesian economy sector by sector. Both BAT and PM favoured the comparative stability brought by Suharto, with PM noting the “purge of Communist factions and the deaths of at least 300,000 Indonesians”. The decline of white cigarettes is partly attributable to the complex regulatory peculiarities of the Indonesian economy from the late 1970s, as domestic companies were increasingly favoured by a regime enriched by oil boom capital. PM found the environment extremely difficult, selling their Malang production facilities to Sampoerna in 1980.

The dominance of the kretek industry partly reflects its successful modernisation. The introduction of kretek rolling machines in the mid 1970s gave the large domestic companies an efficiency with which TTCs struggled to compete. A BAT business analysis in 1992 noted that “the presence of large and efficient kretek manufacturers, with their attendant economies of scale, holds down prices overall, thereby squeezing the smaller companies such as BAT”. The strength of kretek manufacturers was, however, critically underpinned by their greater political influence within Indonesia more consistently and effectively than TTCs. This is attributable both to the industry’s perceived economic significance and to the vested interests of key figures in Indonesian politics. It has been claimed that 10 million people are supported by the kretek industry and its supply chain in Indonesia, and governments have historically displayed a protectionist attitude to employment in the sector.

A 1979 decree, for example, obliged each company to sell one kretek by hand for every two produced by machine.

The kretek industry was indirectly assisted by broader policies of the Suharto regime, particularly the imposition oftransmigration. This compulsory uprooting of communities from heavily populated regions such as Java, Madura, and Bali provided a demographic shift that enabled kretek manufacturers to expand across the entire archipelago. Additionally, the industry was well placed to exploit the endemic nepotism and corruption characteristic of the regime. In 1984 the founder of Gudang Garam, Surya Wonowidjoyo, established a joint venture with Suharto’s brother, Probusutro, to produce cigarette paper. Notoriously, the General’s son Tommy Suharto established the BPPC (Clove Support and Trading Board), and proceeded both to dramatically underpay clove farmers and horrifically mismanage the supply of cloves. Such mismanagement eventually led to the BPPC being disbanded under pressure from the International Monetary Fund in 1998.

Kreteks and TTCs: mutual interests

For TTCs, the privileged position of the kretek industry only becomes problematic when their respective interests diverge. On many regulatory issues they are natural allies and have cooperated closely via their respective peak associations, the union of kretek manufacturers GAPPRI (Gabungan Pengusaha Fabrik Rokok Indonesia) and the association of white cigarette producers GAPRINDO. An alliance between the two was formalised in 1991 with an agreement “to set up a joint action team to deal with S&H (smoking and health) issues” be chaired by PT Djarum with PT BATI as secretary.

The mutual value of such cooperation was demonstrated by their success in diluting regulations proposed by the Department of Health in 1992. The Department had been granted control over the “circulation, quality and production processes of cigarettes”, enabling it to control “the extent of tar and nicotine contents of the tobacco material”. Additionally, the Department sought the introduction of rotating health warnings on cigarette packs. Dahlia Sardjono of BATI’s public affairs team, noted that nicotine was likely to be classified as addictive while “cigarette sales will probably be controlled like other addictive substances i.e.
drugs”, with potential further regulation of advertising and smoking in public places. Subsequent draft legislation provided for withdrawal of products that failed to meet health standards and for ingredients labelling, and threatened to regulate tobacco as an addictive substance.51

BAT’s head office supplemented and directed the lobbying efforts of BATI. Sardjono Boyse, BAT’s smoking and health issues manager, provided BATI with a clear line on what was acceptable regarding ingredient disclosure52; provided lobbying materials addressing addiction and environmental tobacco smoke53; planned a media briefing seminar; and travelled to Jakarta to lobby members of parliament.54 BAT asserted that it had “an opinion worth listening to and one that reflects the views of international experts.”

The combined efforts of kretek and white cigarette manufacturers were apparently successful. Sardjono informed Boyse of the “good news” that legislation had been officially signed “about the safety use of addictive substances without further mentioning any particular substance i.e. nicotine”.55 BAT endorsed further collaboration between GAPPRI and GAPRINDO, recommending further joint efforts “to influence key decision takers”.55 A later assessment of the political capacity of the white cigarette industry by the Tobacco Institute of New Zealand noted:

“The industry is clearly capable of effectively lobbying government. It has succeeded in reducing a call for four rotating health warnings to a requirement for one non causal warning on the side of the pack... As I understand, the lobby on warnings involved mainly in the Health Minister, the Director General of Health and the Director of Food and Drug Control with support for the industry from the Director of Excise and the Director of Various Industries... ([It is to the industry’s advantage to build effective and continuing liaison with the ministries of Finance, Industry, Trade and Horticulture together with the Co-ordinator-Economic and Finance. It is also clear that good intelligence is necessary on the input of the WHO to the Minister of Health.]

Kreteks and TTCs: political competition

By contrast, issues of pricing and taxation have been the source of persistent contest between kretek and white manufacturers since these lie at the core of their competition. Excise tax constitutes a critical issue in Indonesia since cigarette sales were expected to account for 94% of total excise revenue for 2003.56 Despite periodic fluctuations, domestic manufacturers have generally secured a tax regime favouring kreteks, and this has been central to the long term decline of white stick cigarettes. BAT have long bemoaned their comparative lack of influence, claiming that Indonesia is “a corrupt society and BAT is unable to exert influence on officialdom in the manner open to local manufacturers”.57 Sustained attempts have been made to exert greater influence, a 1991 future business report promising “continuous lobbying and dialogue with Excise Office, both direct and through GAPRINDO”58 while excise reform was identified as a strategic priority for 1993–97.59 PM Asia similarly outlined an action plan to achieve a switch to specific excise taxes:

Develop Government/legislative contact program
Analyze the present structure of the Ministry of Finance and the taxation department and determine any relevant associations of these incumbents.

Commission tax study by Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) or another highly regarded consulting firm like Price Waterhouse. Use all the results of study to demonstrate benefits accruing to all manufacturers...

Seek support from leading economists in Indonesia to lend academic credence to our arguments.

Present studies to Ministry of Finance through appropriate intermediaries.57

While other issues such as constituent labelling and tar and nicotine levels have also been periodically central to the political contest between the industry’s two branches, excise tax has consistently been the key battleground. The success of white manufacturers in securing a 1993 increase in excise taxes for kreteks60 was overturned by 1999 reforms that BATI greeted by threatening to end manufacturing in the country.

Global brands: seeking converts

TTCs have not simply regarded Indonesia as immune to broader global trends, particularly the rise of international brands (IBs). Significant efforts have been undertaken to encourage conversion or “upgrading” from kreteks.” Attention has focused particularly on USIBs (international brands originating in the USA), with PM predictably seeking expansion via Marlboro brand and BAT heavily supporting Lucky Strike.

The very transnationality of the TTCs has frequently provided an important resource in their expansion among developing countries. The marketing of IBs has highlighted images of prosperity, modernity, internationality, and independence and linked USIBs with purportedly American values.62–64 Such imagery has been directed towards converting kretek smokers to IBs, often via sports sponsorship. A 1993 sponsorship appraisal of the Team Lucky Strike Suzuki motorcycle team, for example, noted that “the Lucky Strike sponsorship is driving the brand towards its target image” in Indonesia, identifying strong resonance with terms such as modern, masculine, freedom, and American values.65

BATI’s local research into smokers of IBs explained their preference principally via such imagery, a byproduct being consistently favouring smuggled product:

The core smokers of International Brands are the better-off segment in the Indonesian society who have exposed themselves to modernity and progress through good education. This makes them tend to prefer brand (sic) with the Internationalism element (Even, they prefer the contraband, supposed to be “original from abroad”).66

This ‘Internationalism element’ was addressed by the use of gold in Benson & Hedges’ advertising and packaging, while Lucky Strike’s “An American Original” slogan effectively generated a link with the USA (“The smokers here are just like the smokers there”, “As if we also belong to the advanced country”).66

Research conducted for PM in 1988 established that the perception of IBs as connoting a prosperous cosmopolitanism constituted a key resource in converting kretek smokers. Explanations of the occasions when “dual users” chose white sticks rather than kreteks included prestige, prosperity, and an alleged taste preference. Even the latter was attributed to the powerful symbolism of the IB:

The preference for white’s taste is probably a claim of what they think they ought to prefer due to International White’s more elite international imagery67
A disturbing feature of the attitudes identified by both BAT and PM is the belief that IBs constitutes a healthier alternative to kretes. The BATI study of IB smokers found that one of the perceived advantages of smoking white cigarettes was that “it is less dangerous to health”. Similarly, research conducted for PM suggested that male smokers regarded “Kretes as more dangerous because ‘heavier’”. Such responses echo the association of light or mild cigarettes with reduced risk, a link that is given potential competitive advantage via the higher tar and nicotine yields of kretes. This has been the theme of recent press advertisements by BATI, and explains the enthusiasm of the white cigarette manufacturers for legislation reducing permitted yields.

“Glocalisation” and TTCs in Indonesia

While IBs are increasingly promoted on an integrated global basis, Indonesia demonstrates that such promotion is far from uniform. While a globally coherent brand image requires consistency in its core elements, TTCs have recognised the commercial importance of adapting to local context. In a 1992 speech entitled “Think Global—Act Global—Adapt Local” BAT’s head of marketing Jimmi Rembszewski noted that effectively exploiting global trends required an acknowledgement of their limitations:

So you will find today that most international brands do have consistent advertising strategies and executions, pack designs and family line. But varying taste tailored to the local acceptance. One could sum it up to say that there are significant global convergence in all optical (habits and practice) brand areas but still strong local resistance to taste or internal convergence.

A purely global strategy treating the world as an undifferentiated market is seen as unfeasible or undesirable. The importance of incorporating local adaptation suggests that BAT’s overall strategy should be shaped by a worldwide perspective with its implementation varying according to local norms, preferences, regulations and competition. This might be better described as a “glocal” strategy. In 1989 Frank Resnik, the then chairman of PM USA, discussed the implications of “glocalization” for corporate strategy:

“It refers to ways of promoting world brands that are strategic globally, but that are also sensitive to the tastes and interests of different markets… Marlboro maintains the same packaging around the world. And Marlboro advertising is the same worldwide, from Hong Kong to Hamburg. We never depart from the image of the Marlboro cowboy and Marlboro country. At the same time, we supplement Marlboro’s world image with market-specific promotions like motor sports in France, horseback events in Latin America and badminton competitions in Indonesia and Malaysia”.

The emphasis on uniformity in core global attributes is particularly strong in connection with Marlboro, but Indonesia’s regulatory environment required adaptation even of its distinctive imagery. Regulations prohibiting the use of “recognisably Caucasian persons” in commercials posed problems in depicting the Marlboro cowboy, resolved via re-editing to “maintain an heroic attitude without distinguishing cowboys’ faces”. Such revision is by no means unprecedented, but a striking feature of the Indonesian documents is the breadth of adaptation attempted, particularly by BAT.

It is, however, important to recognise that the scope for such local adaptation was circumscribed. BATI initiatives that addressed issues of core concern to the wider group were rejected in clear assertions of central control over the local operating company. A booklet addressing smoking and health issues was ordered to be withdrawn since “virtually every paragraph in the booklet contains something totally contrary to our position and potentially very damaging”. A proposed insurance fund against liability claims was similarly rejected to ensure “that the company retains full control of litigation in this area”.

Promoting brands: reconciling the global and the local

Adaptation in responding to local norms is exemplified by efforts to promote tobacco consumption among women. The cultural taboos that have heavily circumscribed smoking by women may be gradually shifting, but their ongoing relevance complicates the marketing task in Indonesia. A research proposal submitted to PM in 1988 noted that effective targeting of Indonesian women needed to acknowledge the divergent images evoked, but held the promise of significant gains:

As women are an important possible target, we feel we should point out that female smoking in Indonesia evokes two contrary perceptions. One is of modernity and sophistication, the other of disreputability (the bar-girl image). The latter is stronger the lower the socio-economic status… That is not to say that they are not a valid target. A correctly positioned brand may be able to increase smoking incidence as well as win share.

Research subsequently confirmed the complexity of this marketing task. Among the views on women smoking expressed by existing female smokers was that it was “cheap” and gave a bad impression in public. While it was also held to be modern and impressive, the report noted that their perceptions of women smoking as emancipated, intellectual, and independent were “not totally positive assessments, even amongst these women”. The commercial opportunity for TTCs was affirmed by the positive reactions of Indonesian women to Virginia Slims’ packaging and advertising and by the preference of dual users for smoking white cigarettes “when ‘prestige’ requires (particularly for women)”.

The linkage of images of prosperity, modernity and frequently with the USA, was also viewed as potentially problematic in Indonesia. As in other predominantly Islamic states, TTCs have viewed religion as potentially significant to their local prospects. This can reflect a concern that smoking may be declared haram, forbidden, but in Indonesia the TTCs were concerned that the cultural background of the kretet industry might prove to be of competitive advantage. In 1979 BAT addressed the possible export of Indonesian kretes:

A possible sales campaign would be based on Kretek as the Muslim cigarette produced by, with and for Muslims, whereas the ‘white’ cigarette is the product of Infidel multinational corporations.

An interesting postscript is provided by the 2003 launch of a kretet by Indonesia’s largest Muslim organisation, the Nahdlatul Ulama. Named The Tali Jagat (“rope of the universe”), this kretet was reportedly intended for promotion at mosques across the province. BATI recognised the need to reconcile the sense of prosperity and freedom evoked by IBs with a demonstration
of their relevance to Indonesia's traditional values. Its research recommended adding a "local touch" to the communication materials promoting IBs:

It is accepted that basic marketing appeals (or persuasive themes) are universal. A proper care over local custom and tradition will enhance the communication effectiveness of those "global mission". In other words, whilst the advertising concept can be standardized, deep-rooted local cultural differences seem to necessitate adaptation of the actual advertisements to the mores of smokers in Indonesia.98

Standardised imagery and even names are not always perceived in the same way, and coincidence can transform the local meaning of a global symbol. BATI noted, for example, that the State Express 555 logo resonated with both Indonesian folklore and official ideology:

The name—i.e. 555 as shown on the logo—is considered easy to recall. Some even associate that with the five heroes of the traditional legend (Mahabarata). Quite interestingly, some even try to relate with the five principles of the State (Pancasila). These phenomena only indicate that its smokers try to make SE 555 as part of their living reality, through adjusting it to the context of their immediate environment.85

Research for PM identified a similarly fortuitous link for its L&M brand, respondents associating it "with 'Lintas Melawai', the street where young Jakartans go cruising/showing off etc".99

Product development: imitating the kretek

BAT's willingness to adapt to local context is further demonstrated by its sustained interest in developing clove-based products to mimic the distinctive appeal of kreteks.97 Several prototypes developed from the late 1970s experienced with differing levels of eugenol (clove oil). Project Variety, for example, aimed to develop a product that would appeal to:

new/younger smokers/'white cigarette smokers dissatisfied with product attributes/flavour amplitudes etc./Kretek smokers who find clove impact too strong.88 99

Such experiments culminated in the launch of ultimately unsuccessful brands. These included Ventura, which "had a perceptible clove taste but was insipid relative to full kretek's", and Citra, the failure of which was "attributed by some people to the low clove character and western base blend style."100

Both local and global factors exacerbated the product development difficulties confronting BATI. Locally, the protection offered to the kretek industry incorporated a ban on foreign owed companies manufacturing similar clove-based products.1 Another application to produce clove cigarettes in Semerang and Cirebon was rejected. The company then sought a "potential partner in Indonesia with whom to propose a joint venture in the manufacture of Kreteks", identifying Liem Sioe Liong as a likely candidate.102

Liong's perceived suitability reflected his status as head of the Salim Group and his close business relationship with President Suharto. Amid the chronyms of Suharto's Indonesia this could be hugely important, particularly given Liong's reported ownership of an import licenses for cloves.103

BAT's proposed development of a kretek-like product in Indonesia held potentially global ramifications, with divided opinions on the scheme's merits. While the local commercial logic for developing such a product seemed clear, there was concern that it could expose BAT to significant risks. The toxicity of eugenol and the high tar and nicotine yields of clove-based cigarettes posed a dilemma, since to compete with mainstream kreteks BAT would have to contravene international guidelines for eugenol intake.94 This was neatly summarised by Geoff Brooks of BAT's product development and marketing department:

If we exceed the levels quoted by Western authorities we leave ourselves open to criticism for double standards. If we do not follow the Kretek trend we run the risk of losing market share. If we use the recommended levels of eugenol we may not attract Kretek smokers.94

While BATI were enthusiastically proceeding with a comparatively high eugenol content,100 BAT's R&D co-ordinator Al Heard stressed that such a product could both "attract adverse comment that will be difficult or impossible to refute" and present an easy target for litigation.101 Such concerns were heightened as US research demonstrated that "eugenol is more toxic by inhalation than by ingestion".98

BAT seemingly chose to prioritise such global concerns, establishing that the total tar delivery from development products should not exceed that of its major local brand Commodore LS.99 Citra was ultimately withdrawn "due to concerns about the materials used and some political repercussions",100 though the company remained interested in exploring such products at least through to 1993.

DISCUSSION

This analysis of the difficulties encountered by TTCs in Indonesia serves as a counterweight to simplistic depictions of the global expansion of TTCs as inexorable. The distinctive experience of the TTCs in Indonesia also illustrates that globalisation cannot be understood as simply a process foisted on to developing countries by transnational corporations. Global change can be mediated by local institutions, norms and actors, requiring significant local adaptation in the pursuit of corporate objectives.

Indonesia has not been untouched by the globalisation of the tobacco industry. The global trend towards increased consumption of light brands, for example, has been given a distinctive twist via the emergence of "light kreteks" that now account for around 10% of the total kretek market.102 In addition to the localisation of global actors, it is important to recognise the globalisation of local actors. The kretek manufacturers should not be dismissed as marginal players destined for obsolescence, and the commercial opportunities provided by global change are not necessarily confined to TTCs. PT Djarum, for example, is sublicensing brands to a Brazilian manufacturer, is the leader in the growing kretek market in the USA, strong in Malaysia and Singapore and targeting progress in Europe. Djarum's head of international sales attributes such success to a "globalisation effect" by which people are "more open to thinking about foreign products".103 The interest of TTCs in Indonesia can also constitute a resource for the kretek industry, with Gudang Garam agreeing a deal to distribute Imperial's international brands West and Davidoff104 and Sampoerna entered into a joint venture with Gallaher in Malaysia.105

Such expansion, ongoing domestic dominance of the huge market, and the protection of successive Indonesian governments suggests that the kretek industry merits greater attention from health advocates both nationally and globally.
Indonesia’s delegation to the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control noted that “the aggressive marketing practices of the transnational tobacco companies threaten the health, and ultimately the lives, of our people”. The kretek industry amply demonstrates that aggressive marketing practices are not confined to the TTCs, while the Indonesian government’s support of kretek manufacturers constitutes a serious threat to the health of its people. The Ministry of Industry and Trade, Rini Suvandri, reportedly delayed signing the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco, fearing its impact on the kretek industry.

This is not to suggest that the TTCs will remain confined to their current market share, and they can reasonably be considered an escalating threat to public health in Indonesia. Some indications suggest that in the post-Suharto Indonesia TTCs are asserting more effective political influence. Recent changes to the excise system appear to have been comparatively favourable to TTCs. While cigarette manufacturers also apparently scored a notable legislative victory with the passage of legislation imposing lower limits on tar and nicotine yields. Given the higher yields associated with eugenol, this provides a new marketing opportunity for TTCs in competing with kretek. BATI has long contemplated using the “numbers game” to gain competitive advantage against kretek and recent press advertisements have exploited this disparity. Most disturbingly, TTCs seem well poised to expand smoking prevalence among Indonesian women. White cigarettes are disproportionately popular among female smokers and this could constitute a significant driver in the trajectory of Indonesia’s tobacco epidemic.
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